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Nay 16, 1977

TO: O. M. MORRIS, 704-H
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FROM: D. E, GORDON, 706-lH

REMOVAL OF WASTE SALT FROM ANNULUS OF TANK 16

TA 2-850 was authorized to return the waste salt in the annulus of tank 16
to double containment storage. Sand deposited beneath annulus inspection
riser 151 during sand blasting operations in 1962 and 1974 was removed in
June 1976. Dissolution of the salt in the annulus and transfer to tank 14
is scheduled to begin the week of 5/23. A description of the process and
equipment designed to return the salt to primary containment is attached.
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REMOVAL OF WASTE SALT FROM ANNULUS OF TANK 16

GENERAL

A program to retire the first three generations of waste tanks (Types I,
11 and IV) at SRP has been formulated to comply with the established cri-
teria for waste management [1]. The operations which compose the present
concept of waste tank retirement are; 1) dissolution of salt cake and
transfer to evaporator feed tank, 2) suspension of sludge in a supernate
slurry and removal to a sludge receiver tank, 3) chemical dissolution of
residual waste on the tank interior surfaces with an organic acid and 4)
cleanout of contaminated annular spaces. Tank 16 was selected as the demon-
stration unit for all parts of the waste tank retirement program except
salt dissolution. Removal of waste salt from the annulus of tank 16 as
authorized by TA 2-850 is scheduled for the second quarter of 1977. A
description of the process and equipment designed to return the salt to
primary containment is given in the following sections.

PROCESS DESCRIPTION

Some 6000 gallons of waste salt cake [crust and slush) residing in the 2-1/2
foot wide annular space between the pri’mary tank and the 5 foot high secon-
dary pan of tank 16 are to be transferred to primary containment. A sig-
nificant amount of salt (dried waste deposits at leak sites) is adhering
to the outer surface of the primary tank. Seepage of ground water into
the annulus following waste overflow of secondary pan in 1960 [2] has left
salt deposits on the interior surface of the secondary container below the
pan ledge. A flow diagram of the process for removing salt from tank 16
annulus fs given in Figure 1.. The separate operations are I) transfer of
supernate to tank 16 for ballast and removal to tank 13 upon completion,
11) dissolution of salt cake in annulus bottom and salt deposits on outer
surface of primary tank and inner surface of secondary pan and III) trans-
fer of salt solutlon from annulus to tanks 14’and 16.

I. Ballast Liquid Transfer

The waste salt is removed from the annular space by dissolution in
water. To avoid bowing the bottom of the tank upward, the hydro-
static head in the annulus must not exceed the hydrostatic head in
the tank interior. Since many of the known tank wall cracks are
located on the lower horizontal weld, the liquid in neither the
tank nor the annulus is allowed to reach a level any higher than
three inches below this weld. Salt dissolution operations require
an annulus liquid level whose hydrostatic head exceeds that of the
current sludge depth (19-22 inches) in the tank. A liquid level
in the annulus above the top of the dehumidification duct is nec-
essary for continuous flow and thorough flooding of duct interior
surfaces. Low heat waste supernate from tank 22 is transferred into
tank 16 to the maximum allowable depth of 26 inches to provide ballast
for a liquid depth in the annulus of 25 inches (dependent on super-
nate specific gravity) [3]. Low heat waste supernate introduces lower
radioactivity and radiolytic decay heat to the tank than would aged
high heat waste. After the annulus cleaning operation is completed,
the excess supernate is jetted to tank 13.
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11. Salt Dissolution

The level of waste salt in the annulus is 12-15 inches. Photographic
inspections show the dehumidification duct to be filled with salt
cake in almost its entire circumferential length. In 1972 only 150
cfm of air could be forced down the annulus inlet duct; the flow rate
measured in 1970 was 500 cfm. Initially, water is added to the
annular space through the dehumidification supply duct to enhance
dissolution of salt in the duct. The chemical-composition of the
waste salt is such that inhibitors (OH- and N02) are initially pres-
ent in sufficient concentrations to prevent stress corrosion crack-
ing due to NO; and SO; [4]. The water temperature is 75°C to pro-
mote dissolution (volubility of waste salt increases with temperature)
while remaining below the maximum permissible liquid temperature in
the annulus, 80°C [4]. When the liquid level in the annulus reaches
18 inches, the hot water addition stops and steam jets with submerged
discharge nozzles directed clockwise are used to promote circumfer-
ential flow.. The stirring action of the jets allows better contact
between the unsaturated liquid and the salt. To prevent the liquid
temperature from increasing above 75°C due to heat input from the
steam jets, the tank~stiorizontal and vertical cooling coils are
put i,nservtce and , if necessary, the operation of the steam jets
is staggered,

When a stable condition is reached, steam is sprayed into the top of
the annulust To prevent the possibility of sustaining a positive
pressure in the annulus, the 30 inch diameter exhaust.duct which vents
through a HEPA filter is left open. A new duct connecting the annulus
to the primary tank provides a path for air flow from the annulus,
and the tank purge system supplies the motive force. The steam is
added slowly to prevent the flow of water vapor through the annulus
exhaust duct [high moisture air could blind and collapse the paper
HEPA filter),

As the annulus air becomes saturated, water vapor condenses on all
surfaces and dissolves the salt deposits. The undermined salt de-
posits slide down the sides of the tank and secondary pan to the
liquid in the pan bottom. If steam dissolution is unsuccessful,
directed water sprays will be used, Whenever the condensate from the
steam sprays and jets increases the annulus liquid level to 21 inches,
the salt solution is jetted to tank 14 until the liquid level is re-
duced to 18 inches, The liquid buildup and subsequent removal to tank
14 continues until the solution in the annulus becomes dilute (.spe-
ci.fi’cgravity less than 7.1]. The annulus is then emptied to a one
Inch heel, Progress of the cleaning is determined by periscopic in-
spection, rf further salt dissolution is required, chemicals are
added to the water to ensure recommended concentrations of NO; and
OH- (500 ppm and pH 12)., The salt dissolving operation ends when no
salt-is Vi,sibJe in the annular space. A final rinse with uninhibited
water ~s then made, sampled to determine concentration of radionu-
clides, and removed.
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111. Annulus Solution Transfer

Solution is transferred from tank 16 annulus to tank 14 with an ex-
isting 75 gpm transfer jet with a suction leg extending down to three
inches from the pan bottom. The transfer jet is used to lower the
annulus liquid level to 18 inches during recirculating steam jet
operation or to empty the annulus to the three inch level. A 10 gpm
dewatering jet which discharges back to tank 16 lowers the liquid
level in the annulus to within one inch of the bottom. After the
uninhibited water flush has been removed by the transfer and dewater-
ing jets, the dehumidification system is returned to normal and used
to remove the one inch liquid heel by evaporation.

An estimated 30,000-50,000 gallons of water are required to dissolve
the 6000 gallons of salt in the annulus of tank 16. The space avail-
able in tank 14 for receipt of salt solution is 84,000 gallons (current
waste depth is 276 inches and the operating limit is 300 inches);
additional space can be provided in tank 14 by jetting liquid waste
directly to tank 13.

PROCESS EQUIPMENT

A description of the process equipment to remove waste salt from tank 16
annulus is given below.

I. Ballast Liquid Transfer

1. Supernate Supply

Low heat waste supernate from tank 22 is transferred by steam jet
(type D, 75 gpm) through existing lines between tank 22, DB-5 I

The solution is then pumped intoand DB-2 to pump tank No. 3’.
tank 16.

2. Supernate Removal

Upon completion of annulus cleani,ng, the supernate in tank 16 is
removed to tank 13 using the steam jet (type D) in riser 7 on
tank 16 and the existing transfer line.

II. Salt Dissolution

1. Hot Water Preparation and Delivery

Water for salt dissolution i,nthe dehumidification duct and annulus
is heated in a 3000 gallon tank truck with two 75 psig steam spar-
gers. The water is transferred to a portable 500 gallon hold
tank with the tank truck transfer pump (300 gpm). The water in
the hold tank i’smaintained at 75°C with one of the two steam I
spargers. Mixing of corrosion ?nhibiting chemicals (caustic and
sodtum ni.tri.te)with water in the hold tank is accomplished with
a recycle punJpwhich discharges back into the tank. The solution
i.nthe hold tank is added to the annulus through the dehumidifica-
tion supply duct using the hold tank discharge pump (70 gpm).



2. Annulus Circumferential Flow

Circumferential flow of the solvent solution in the annulus is
promoted by three steam jets with discharge nozzles directed
clockwise and spaced 90”Z 180° and 270° around the annulus from
plant north. Two of the steam jets are supplied with 75 psig
steam and the third one uses 150 psig steam. The jets are
equipped with a water supply pipe to hydraulically mine through
the salt during installation.

3. Salt Deposit Removal

Steam [25 psig) is sprayed into the top part of the annulus through
two 1/2” nozzles located approximately 180° apart. The steam
saturates the air space and water vapor condenses on all surfaces
and d~ssolves the salt deposits, Water sprayed through a directed
hose nozzle is planned if the steam condensate does not satisfac-
torily remove the salt.

4, Heat Removal

The tank cooling coils are used to help remove the heat introduced
by the steam jets and sprays, None of the 44 main and auxiliary
cooling coil loops have failed to date, The four bottom coils and
forty vertical coils are placed in service.

5.. Ventilation System

The tank and annulus are connected with an 8“ diameter duct. The
air handling capacity of the tank purge system is 400 cfm. All
openings tnto the tank and annulus are sealed except the annulus
exhaust duct which is left open to the atmosphere through a HEPA
fi1ter.

6.. Instrumentation

The liquid level i,ntank 16 is recorded on the reel tape in riser
4, The temperature of the waste in the tank is measured by thermo-
couples in riser 1 thermowell, Dip tubes are used to measure the
speci.fi,cgravity and liqufd level of solution in the annulus.
Thermocouples in two annulus thermowells sense temperatures in the
vapor and l~quid regions. Annulus pressure is measured on a vacuum
gauge. A dip tube in the annulus dehumidification supply duct
alarms i,fltquid level rises above 8’3t’from secondary pan bottom
during water addi,tion.

111, Annulus Solution Transfer

1. Transfer Jets

Salt solution is removed from tank 16 annulus to tank 14 with a
transfer jet (type D). The suction leg of the jet is 3 inches
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from the pan bottom. A 10 gpm dewatering jet transfers solution
from the annulus back to the primary tank. Its suction is 1 inch
above the pan bottom.

2. Annulus Heel Removal
..

The annulus dehumidification system is returned to normal after
cleaning operation is completed and its 1500 cfm air flow is used
to evaporate the 1 inch liquid heel from the annulus.
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